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                           Learn more → 

                        

                        
                          What Is TAP

                            Automate across corporate legal, risk, and human resources 

                          Start Building Workflows

                            Get started with no-code automation 

                          Be Part of the TAP Community

                            Share workflows, solutions, and use case ideas with peers 

                          See What Others Are Automating

                            Browse the use case library for ideas on your next workflow 

                          TAP for Any Task

                            Explore enterprise-wide workflow automation 

                        

                        See All Use Cases →

                      

                      
                        
                          Resource Hub Feature

                          [image: LP-Thumbnail Stop Repeating Yourself TAP-Brochure] 
                          Explore how to eliminate high-volume, low-value tasks and start automating legal requests today with TAP workflow automation.

                          View Brochure →
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                        Learn more → 

                      

                      
                         TeamConnect

                          The #1 most-used matter management and eBilling software 

                         Acuity ELM

                          Cloud-based matter and claims management for mid-sized teams 

                         LegalHold

                          Saas LegalHold for ~75% faster legal hold management 

                         Managed Bill Review & Spend Analytics

                          The industry’s most advanced spend analytics 

                         AdvanceLaw

                          A data-driven marketplace for outside counsel selection. 

                         eCounsel

                          SaaS enterprise legal management for midsize corporations 

                      

                      See All Products →

                    

                    
                      
                        Resource Hub Feature

                        [image: Corporate legal claims brochure] 
                        Get a comprehensive look at Mitratech’s full list of CLC solutions for meeting the future needs of corporate legal & claims.

                        View Brochure →
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                         Learn more → 

                      

                      
                         Alyne

                          Fully integrated governance, risk and compliance platform 

                         ClusterSeven

                          Shadow IT and EUC risk management software 

                         PolicyHub

                          Best-in-class policy and procedure management software

                         VendorInsight

                          Automated third-party and vendor risk management software 

                         Continuity

                          Risk, regulatory, and financial compliance software 

                         Integrum

                          Centralized and integrated QHSE and risk management system 

                         DataStore

                          Robust ECM software for the financial services industry 

                         CMO

                          Comprehensive regulatory and compliance management sofware 

                      

                       See All Products →

                    

                    
                      
                        Resource Hub Feature

                        [image: Brochure mitratechs-grc platform] 
                        Mitratech’s GRC platform is scalable, flexible and customizable by design. A one-stop solution for all of your organization’s GRC requirements.

                        View Brochure →
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                         Learn more → 

                      

                      
                         AssureHire

                          PBSA-accredited continuous and background screening 

                         TalentReef

                          Purpose-built for location-based, high-volume hiring

                         Trakstar

                          The chosen performance management software for employers 

                         Circa

                          Build diverse, high-performing teams and ensure compliance 

                         Tracker I-9 Compliance

                          End-to-end I-9 compliance tracking with a perfect record 

                         INSZoom Immigration

                          Simplify global immigration case management & compliance 

                         IMS Tracker

                          Immigration solution for law firms, HR, & legal departments. 

                      

                      See All Products →
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                        Explore Mitratech’s HR tech suite for seamless background screenings, I-9 compliance, policy management, and more.

                        View Brochure →
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                        Learn more → 

                      

                      
                        Contract Lifecycle Management

                        Enterprise Legal Management

                        Firm & Panel Management

                        Matter Management

                        Legal Hold

                        Legal Spend Management

                        Legal Automation

                        See All Solutions →

                      

                    

                    
                      
                        Resource Hub Feature
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                        Get a comprehensive look at Mitratech’s full list of CLC solutions for meeting the future needs of corporate legal & claims.

                        View Brochure →
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                         Learn more → 

                      

                      
                        Data Privacy

                        Information Governance

                        Policy & Procedure Mngt

                        Obligations & Regulatory Mngt

                        Third-Party Risk Management

                        QHSE Incident Management

                        AI Governance

                        Operational Risk Management

                        Workflow Automation for GRC

                        See All Solutions →
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                        Mitratech’s GRC platform is scalable, flexible and customizable by design. A one-stop solution for all of your organization’s GRC requirements.

                        View Brochure →
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                        Background Screening

                        I-9 Compliance

                        Immigration Case Management

                        Policy Management

                        OFCCP Compliance Software

                        Diversity Recruiting Software

                        Talent Management Software

                        Talent Acquisition Software

                        Workflow Automation for HR

                        See All Solutions →
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                        Explore Mitratech’s HR tech suite for seamless background screenings, I-9 compliance, policy management, and more.

                        View Brochure →
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							Acuity ELM Essentials

						

													The all-in-one SaaS solution for your organization’s evolving legal needs.

REQUEST A DEMO Acuity ELM users? Log in here


											

												
								
										Why is Great Legal Ops Essential?
	Features
	For Legal Operations
	For Claims Defense
	For Mass Tort



								

							

										

							
		
	
	
			
	


			
			
	
		
			Ebilling systems that are all-in-one and one-of-a-kind

For growing legal departments, Acuity ELM Essentials is the best-in-class, peer-proven SaaS enterprise legal management solution that provides a transformative suite of e-billing systems and matter management tools. With Acuity’s features, you can reduce spend, increase productivity, leverage top-shelf analytics, and improve spend outcomes for legal operations and claims litigation teams.

Right-sized ELM Management Platform for you today and tomorrow

Acuity ELM Essentials is a central software hub for legal operations and legal claims management for small to mid-sized organizations seeking an easy-to-use, quick-to-implement e-billing system solution – one that’s been validated by two decades of proven performance. Better yet? Acuity ELM Essentials and management solutions are designed to scale with you as you grow.
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			Where can you use Acuity ELM Essentials Management?
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			Legal Operations

Acuity ELM Essentials as an e-billing system provides Legal Ops teams smarter solutions to help manage budgets, costs, create increased efficiencies, and outside counsel spend and engagement.

We’re leading the field for growing Legal Ops teams with transformative analytics and reporting capabilities. First-time users can expect up to 30% ROI.

Learn how Essentials serves Legal Ops →
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			E-billing System for Claims Defense

We’re partnering with some of the largest claims departments in the country, developing solutions to manage and streamline their workflows, reduce their legal spend, improve their collaboration with outside counsel, and produce more favorable outcomes.

Over 40% of our ELM Management clients are claims processors, so we know what they need to manage invoices, collaborate on claims, budget outside counsel, and report and analyze key metrics.

See how Essentials helps Claims Defense →
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			Mass Tort ELM Management

Acuity ELM’s Mass Tort Manager is a first-of-its-kind e-Billing system, claims management, and reporting software solution designed to address the advanced workflow complexities faced by legal teams that coordinate and administer mass tort defense strategies.

Our exclusive Batch Processing Technology (BPT) allows coordinating counsel to easily toggle between macro-level review and analysis of claim portfolios and spend and micro-level audit of firms and invoices. Plus other features providing you with oversight of the entire mass tort claim lifecycle.

Learn more about Mass Tort Manager →


		

	











  
    
      Run your own numbers to see how Essentials pays off

      
        How many lawyers are in your legal department?
        
          
            
            Calculate
          

        

      

    
  

  
    
      
        
          Benefit Type
        

        
          Improvement (%)
        

        
          Baseline
        

        
          Benefit ($K)
        

        

      

      
        
          Outside Legal Spend

        

        
          6% Reduction in Legal Spend

        

        
          $16 Million in outside spend

        

        
          $960,000

        

      

      
        
          Operational Efficiencies

        

        
          6% Improvement in productivity

        

        
          20 attorneys * fully burdened cost

        

        
          $300,000

        

      

      
        
          19 paralegal & admin * fully burdened cost

        

        
          $85,500

        

      

      
        

        
          Your total annual savings:

        

        
          $1,345,500

        

      

    
  









	
		
			How will you benefit?

By providing a single source of truth across multiple practice areas (or even the entire enterprise), Acuity ELM Essentials lets you make data-driven decisions and reach KPIs that create real long-term value. Where will you see the results?
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			Matter Management

Organize, track, and associate all the information related to a case or claim. Establish coordinated and consistent legal strategies by building on best practices.
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			Optimized e-Billing

Manage your spend with powerful e-Billing features. Automate and enforce billing rules, reduce unnecessary legal costs, and improve communication and transparency.  Billing errors are corrected before an invoice even reaches the legal department, saving up to 5% annually.
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			Analytics & Reporting

Get the quantitative answers you need to shape your legal strategy, support your recommendations, and operate as a true business partner for your organization.
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			Fast & Easy Launch

We optimize onboarding time with tools and templates to speed up your go-live to as little as two weeks, and continue with intuitive, modern client support, creating an unparalleled user experience.
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			Collaboration

Harness the power of your entire team, whether onsite or remote, and improve the quality of your legal strategy. Connect Acuity through Outlook, shared documents, site-wide witness and party databases, and via accounts payable and HR systems.
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			Perception & Reputation

With the new responsiveness, productivity, and efficiency of Essentials, legal and/or claims management teams are perceived as leaders in innovation and excellence, and become partners and leaders for the entire organization.


		

	






	
		
			What do our users say?


		

	


	
		
	
		
	
		
			
“Acuity is easy to learn and use. Compared to others, it is straightforward and uncomplicated and I wish we could use Acuity for all of our billing. I like that it allows for many filters and sorting of matters.”




		

	

	




	
		
	
		
			
“I love everything about Acuity. It’s easy to navigate and find everything that you need and if you can’t find what you need or are having trouble they have a ‘chat’ button that will connect you with someone from support to help you with your problem.”




		

	

	




	
		
	
		
			
“Your support team goes above and beyond in assisting our sometimes-challenged users and does it with great patience and a positive attitude.”




		

	

	




	
		
	
		
			
“Very user-friendly product and the staff is always looking for ways to help improve it.”




		

	

	




	
		
	
		
			
“Your support team goes above and beyond in assisting our sometimes-challenged users and does it with great patience and a positive attitude.”




		

	

	




	
		
	
		
			
“Call and speak to a customer service representative and see for yourself the exemplary service that they provide. They will walk you through product setup every step of the way.”




		

	

	




	
		
	
		
			
“Easy to use, great customer service, robust product that leaves little else to desire.”




		

	

	



	









	
					eBooks, white papers & more

							Expert resources for optimizing legal department performance and efficiency.

						
			
			
		
							Blogpost

										The Best Way to Track Accruals and Why It’s Important

					
					
				Read more

			
			

	

			
		
							Blogpost

										CEO Corner: Serving the Underserved with Acuity ELM

					
					
				See the Case Study

			
			

	

			
		
							Blogpost

										Your eBilling Software is Powerful: So is Legal Invoice Review Training

					
					
				Read more

			
			

	

			
		
							eBook

										Legal Ops Lessons From The Fortune 500

					
					
				Get the eBook

			
			

	
		

						See more ELM resources

				













	
		
			Tools that build flexibility and efficiency

See the other solutions from Mitratech that help legal and claims teams accelerate processes, cut costs, and mitigate risk.
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			TAP Workflow Automation

TAP empowers you to automate nearly any repetitive manual process, so you can focus on what’s important: doing the work, not wrestling with workflows.


		

	


	
		
			Learn More
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			LegalHold

An easy-to-use, automated SaaS solution for controlling the costs, ensuring the compliance, and mitigating the risks of a legal hold process.


		

	


	
		
			Learn More


		

	











	
		
			Explore Best-in-Class Legal Management Solutions

Discover a solution that's right-sized for your needs today and tomorrow.


		

	

Get a Demo
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